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Transformation of Euler equationa with initial invariant systems ie presented. This permits 
the introduction of a new flow plane XY in which the fluid is subject to a different equa- 
tion of state. The obtained relationship between flow parameters in the two planes makes 
it possible to derive (as in paper [I] ) a solution of any problem in one of the planes, when 
a solution in the other plane is known. 

1. Tra~fomtation of equations of motion. We shall consider the equations of 
motion and of continuity for a plane flow of a compressible fluid 

U~+u$=-$~, a”++-$$ -&+~pu=o (1.1) uaz 

Using the continuity equation we may rewrite the first two equalities of this system 
in the divergent form 

k (P + PU? + $ puv = 0, & puv + yj$- (p + pvy = 0 (1.2) 

It follow.3 from (1.2) that we may introduce two independent functions X and Y by 
means of equalities 

dX = (p + pVa)dx - puvdy, dY = --puvdz + (P + pu2)dy (1.3) 

WC introduce notations 
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Passing aow in system (1.1) to the new variables X, Y we obtain 

au au 
udX+vay= 

1 aP av av i ap _A- 
po ax' Uz+vw' __- 

~0 ay 

&P"U+ &V=O 
( $J;;; =P(P+Pw’)=+ p(p;powp) 

> 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

Rejecting the case in which p = 0 we conclude that variables X and Y will be inde- 
pendent. Thus, the flow of a fluid with parameters IL, v, p and p in the xy-plane corresponds 
to the flow of another fluid in the XY-plane with parameters II, V, P, and p’, and the trans- 
ition from the XY-plane to the physical plane is to be carried out in accordance with 
formulae enauiag from (1.3) and (1.4). Thus, by aolvihg (1.3) with respect to dr and dy we 
obtain relationahipo x = x (X, Y), y = y (X, Y) which are defined by curvilinear integrals 
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taken along any path connecting two given points of plane 

XC.“- 

\ 

* (a+ pOvz) dX -pp”UVdY y=-5 --ppoUVdJ-~ (P +p”Ue)dY (1.6) 
i. L 

2. Streamlines. From the appropriate continuity equations of (1.1) and (1.5) we 
introduce functions of the $ and y type 

a9 a* ay -- Jrw=-PV, ay -_f)u; -- 
ax --pp"v, +-PYJ (2.1) 

We select in the xy-plane a streamline $ = const, and shall find its image in the 
XY-plane. Since 

dq = - pudx + fmdy (2.2) 

hence Formulas (1.3) may be written as 

dX = pdx - vdq,, dY = pdy + ud$ 

With the aid of (2.2) we eliminate dx and dy from (2.31, and obtain 

(2.3) 

drp=-+ dX -I- - pz‘ dY p + pu” (2.4) 

Taking into sccount (1.4) we derive Formula 

d$ = - pJdX + p,UdY = dY (2.5) 

Hence in this tr8nsfo~ation line r) = const becomes line ‘? = const, $ = ‘Ti, and the 

angles of inclination of tangents to streamlines y = c and \Ir = c to their corresponding 
8xes are equal. 

Thus, the transformations obtainable with the aid of Formulas (1.3) convert stream- 
lines in the xy-plane into streamlines in plane XY. In the case of an irrotational flow this 
transformation retains the orthogonality of streamlines and of equipotential lines. A 
fictitious velocity potential may be introduce in the XY-plane by means of relation 

dq = UdX + VdY (2.6) 

It follows from (2.5) and (2.6) that the hodograph transformation would yield the 
already available equations in which the dependence of density and velocity on pressure 
will be different. 

3. Equations of St&e. In the physical plane the following equality is fulfilled 
along the streamlines: 

pwdur + dp = 0 (3.4) 

A similar relationship will also obtain in the XY-plane, and 

p”WdW + dP = f (pwdw -t- dp) (3.2) 
Here J is the Jacobean of transformation. 
The relationship between density and pressure csn be determined from (1.41, (3.1) and 

(3.2). 
We shall consider the flow of an incompressible fluid in the XY-plane. From (1.4) and 

(3.1) follows that in this case the flow corresponds to the flow of 8 Chaplygin hypothetical 

gas 
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Having determined tr and I’ from expressions (2.5) for Y, and P from (3.21, we readily 
find the corresponding solution for a compressible fluid by a recalculation of Formulas 
(1.6). 

When considering the problem of flow of a compressible fluid stream past a circle we 
go over to the physical plane, we obtain a flow past an oval profile symmetric relative to 
the z-axis. 

Moving along streamline $ = const we obtain from (2.31 

dX = pdx, dY = pdy (3.41 

When a streamline is a line of constant pressure which occurs at the free surface, 

then from (3.4) follows that 

x = Pm5 -I- c, y = P,Y + Cl 

Hence tba free surfme form is readily found whenever its image is known in one of 
the planes. 
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